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Abstract: Osgood-Schlatter disease (OSD) reduces participation in sports activities for adolescents, and, in unresolved cases
of the disease in which daily life or sports activity after skeletal maturity are affected, surgical intervention to remove the
ossicle is performed to alleviate symptoms. We present a real-time virtual sonography (RVS)eguided ossicle removal in
unresolved OSD. The knee joint angle is set at 20�, which is the same position used in magnetic resonance imaging. A 1.5-
cm longitudinal skin incision is made at the medial side of the tuberosity. An ultrasound probe covered with a sterile sleeve is
then placed longitudinally at the level of tuberosity. The forceps is inserted to peel the patellar tendon off the posterior side of
the ossicle. Then the anterior side of the ossicle is peeled off in both the transverse and longitudinal views. When the ossicle
is unstable enough, forceps are used to grasp the ossicle and carefully remove it. RVS can see magnetic resonance imaging
information in the surrounding area beyond what can be detected by the ultrasound probe, and RVS enables easy deter-
mination of the anatomical position of the ossicle, and removal of the ossicle is achieved with low invasiveness.
sgood-Schlatter disease (OSD), an apophysitis of
Othe tibial tuberosity and a common cause of
anterior knee pain during childhood growth, reduces
participation in sports activities for affected patients.1

Repeated traction forces from the quadriceps to the
ossification centers cause avulsion of segments of tibial
tuberosity. Symptoms usually improve with suspension
of sports activities, and the prognosis is good in most
cases. However, some patients have persistent pain,
even after the closure of the growth plate, despite
conservative treatment. In unresolved cases of the
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disease in which daily life or sports activity after skeletal
maturity is affected, surgical intervention to remove the
ossicle is performed to alleviate symptoms.2

Arthroscopic removal of the ossicle reportedly mini-
mizes the invasion.3-5 Compared to open surgery,
arthroscopic excision is more beneficial because the
patellar tendon is not injured, and only 2 small skin
incisions are required. However, arthroscopic surgery
alone requires intraoperative fluoroscopy to confirm
the location of the ossicle, which is covered by the
bursa. Hence, reports mention the combined use of
ultrasound for arthroscopic guidance,4,5 but with the
disadvantage of a small working portal of the arthro-
scope, especially when a nano-arthroscope is used.
The real-time virtual sonography (RVS) system uses a

magnetic position tracking system to coordinate ultra-
sonography (US) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) images, and both US and MRI images of the
same site are simultaneously displayed on 1 monitor in
real time. RVS has been clinically used in the biopsy of
breast or prostate cancers,6-8 identification of
inflammatory diseases,9 and diagnosis of anterolateral
ligament injury.10 With the increase in ultrasound-
assisted procedures in orthopaedic surgery,11-13

computed tomography (CT)eultrasound fusion-guided
hip endoscopy has been reported for the successful
removal of an impinging poly L-lactic acid screw.14
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Fig 1. Preoperative images of the ossicle in the right knee joint. The ossicle is observed in plain X-ray film, 3-dimensional
computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (arrow). Inflammation of the deep infrapatellar bursa is
indicated by the arrowhead in the MRI scan.

Fig 2. Settings of real-time virtual sonography for the right
knee joint. Real-time virtual sonography consists of an ul-
trasound probe, magnetic sensor, magnetic field generator
(transmitter), and workstation.
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Here, we present an ultrasound-fusion technique for
removal of the ossicle in patients with Osgood-Schlatter
disease.

Indications, Preoperative Patient
Evaluation, and Imaging

This technique is indicated for patients with anterior
knee pain due to an ossicle resulting from unresolved
Osgood-Schlatter disease. In preoperative physical ex-
amination, tenderness at the tuberosity is usually
observed. The ossicle is identified by preoperative plain
radiography, CT, and MRI (Fig 1). MRI also shows the
inflammation of deep infrapatellar bursa. Based on the
physical examination and clinical images, a surgical
indication for removal of ossicle has been determined.

Preparation of Real-Time Virtual
Sonography

MRI is performed using a 3.0T scanner (Achieva
3.0TX; Philips, Amsterdam, Netherlands) with 16-
channel coils. Digital imaging and communications in
medicine data of a proton-weighted image of the
sagittal and axial plane, with a thickness of 0.36 mm, is
transferred to an RVS system (ARIETTA 850 DeepIn-
sight; Fujifilm Healthcare Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).
RVS consists of an ultrasound probe, magnetic sensor,
magnetic field generator (transmitter), and workstation
built into the ultrasound machine (Fig 2). An ultra-
sound probe has a 5 to 18 MHz transducer, and the
magnetic sensor is attached to the probe. The sensor
senses the magnetic field and detects the position and
motion of the probe during scanning using a magnetic
position tracking system. The scan angle and position of
information of the probe are transmitted to the
workstation. The workstation computes the positional
information to display an MRI-multi-planar recon-
struction image corresponding to the ultrasound image
in real time. For correct geographical synchronization of
the 2 different modalities with the magnetic navigation
system, reference point for the first registration is per-
formed using the center of the patella, which is easily
identified in both modalities.

Surgical Technique
The patient is placed in the supine position on a

standard operating table (Video 1). The knee joint angle
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is set at 20�, which is the same position used in MRI
scanning. A 1.5-cm longitudinal skin incision is then
made at the medial side of the tuberosity. An ultra-
sound probe covered with a sterile sleeve is then placed
longitudinally at the level of tuberosity. From the skin
incision, the forceps is inserted to peel the patellar
tendon off the posterior side of the ossicle (Fig 3A).
Then the ultrasound probe is set transversely to confirm
the location of the forceps in the short axis (Fig 3B),
followed by peeling. In the same way, the posterior side
of the ossicle is peeled off in both the transverse and
longitudinal views. When the ossicle is unstable enough
(Fig 3C), forceps are used to grasp the ossicle and
Fig 3. Real-time virtual sonography-guided
ossicle resection of the right knee joint. (A)
Longitudinal plane. The tip of the forceps
(indicated by the arrow) peeling the patellar
tendon off the posterior side of the ossicle (*).
(B) Horizontal plane. The tip of the forceps
(indicated by the arrow) peeling the patellar
tendon off the anterior side of the ossicle (*).
(C) Longitudinal plane after peeling off the
ossicle (*). The space (indicated by arrow-
heads) can be seen at the anterior side of the
ossicle. IFP, infrapatellar fat pad.
carefully remove it. An example of the removed ossicle
and the skin incision is shown in Figure 4B. Pearls and
pitfalls of this technique are described in Table 1.

Postoperative Course
Full weightbearing and range-of-motion exercises are

allowed from the first postoperative day. The ossicle
completely disappears, as shown in the plain radio-
graph and CT scan, and inflammation of the deep
infrapatellar bursa also disappears 3 months after sur-
gery, as shown in the MRI scan (Fig 5). A gradual re-
turn to sports is allowed, depending on pain and the
recovery of muscle strength.



Fig 4. Removed ossicle and skin incision of
the right knee joint. The ossicle with a rela-
tively large diameter of 2.6 cm is shown with
the measure (left), and the skin incision at the
medial side of the tuberosity is indicated by an
arrow (right).

Table 1. Pearls and Pitfalls of the Ultrasound-Fusion Technique

Pearls
To synchronize the image of MRI and ultrasound, MRI should be taken at the same position of the surgical intervention.
The patella is used as a reference point for the first registration. The patella is very shallow under the skin, so as the geographical landmark it is

optimal.
It is important to check the longitudinal and horizontal axes to ensure that synchronization is completed, and if the synchronization is

insufficient, adjust the reference point again to complete image synchronization.
Pitfalls

If the transmitter is far from the probe, the image cannot be detected accurately.
If there is a magnetic material between the probe and the magnetic transmitter, the transmission of information from the probe will be

hindered.
The transmitter and probe must be placed within 20 cm to 76 cm of each other, and there must be no obstacles between them, including the

surgical assistant.

MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Fig 5. Postoperative images of the right knee joint. Where the ossicle was removed from is indicated by arrows. Inflammation of
the deep infrapatellar bursa (indicated by the arrowhead), which was observed before the removal of the ossicle, had dis-
appeared, as shown in the magnetic resonance imaging scan.
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Discussion
Here we have introduced RVS-guided ossicle removal

in unresolved Osgood-Schlatter disease. Ultrasound
scanning is useful to detect the ossicle, but it can only
detect the image within the range of the probe. RVS can
see MRI information in the surrounding area beyond
what can be detected by the ultrasound probe. More-
over, RVS enables easy determination of the anatomical



Table 2. Advantages and Limitations of the Ultrasound-Fusion Technique

Advantages
RVS can see MRI information in the surrounding area beyond what can be detected by ultrasound probe.
RVS enables the anatomical position of the ossicle to be determined easily, and removal of ossicle in unresolved OsgoodeSchlatter disease is

achieved with low invasiveness.
Limitations

This device uses a magnetic position tracking system for the synchronization of MRI and ultrasound image. Therefore, using this system in
patients with a cardiac pacemaker is contraindicated, even when this synchronization is performed on CT and ultrasound.

There is a steep learning curve in handling ultrasound to detect the objects, but this can be resolved with increased clinical use and experience
of ultrasound.

CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RVS, real-time virtual sonography.
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position of the ossicle, and removal of ossicle is ach-
ieved with low invasiveness.
The most critical point of the current procedure is to

synchronize the MRI and ultrasound images. At first,
MRI should be taken at the same position of the surgical
intervention. Second, the patella is used as a reference
point for co-registration. The patella is very shallow
under the skin, so as the geographical landmark it is
optimal. When the center of the patella is registered,
the deep axis is automatically determined. It is impor-
tant to check the longitudinal and horizontal axes to
ensure that synchronization is completed, and, if the
synchronization is insufficient, the reference point is
registered again to complete image synchronization
(Table 1).
This procedure has some pitfalls. If the transmitter is

far from the probe, the image cannot be detected
accurately. In addition, if there is an obstacle between
the probe and the magnetic transmitter, the trans-
mission of information from the probe is hindered.
Therefore the transmitter and probe must be placed
within 2 m of each other, and there must be no ob-
stacles between them, including the surgical assistant
(Table 1).
A critical advantage of this surgical technique is that

RVS can see MRI information in the surrounding area
beyond what can be detected by the ultrasound probe.
Moreover, RVS can determine the anatomical position
of the ossicle easily, and removal of ossicle in unre-
solved Osgood-Schlatter disease is achieved with low
invasiveness (Table 2).
This procedure has some limitations. This device uses

a magnetic position tracking system for the synchroni-
zation of MRI and ultrasound image. Therefore it is
contraindicated to use this system in patients with a
cardiac pacemaker, even if this synchronization is per-
formed with CT and US. There is a steep learning curve
in using US to detect objects, but this can be resolved
with increasing clinical use and experience with US
(Table 2).
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